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Synonyms

Agriculture; Government commercial company;
Public sector; Rice industry

Definitions

Government Commercial Company: A 100%
government-owned corporatized enterprise that is
required to operate purely on commercial
objectives.

Product Differentiation: Making changes to
product to set it apart from competitor products in
the marketplace.

Product diversification: Modifying current
products to add variety or adding new products
to the existing line or mix of products.

Introduction

In the field of public administration or public
management, the issue of organizational perfor-
mance has become critical since it is seen as the
ultimate goal (Rainey 2003). Providing solutions
to the reforming, yet struggling public companies
will not only help improve their performance but
also greatly enhance the overall public sector
portfolio performance of economies. However,
certain public companies are resource dependent
on other stakeholders. The perusal of literature is
indicative of public management scholars paying
little attention to the role and importance of
resources though (Fernandez and Rainey 2006).
The focus of this entry is, thus, the supply and
demand situation of an agriculture-based public
enterprise – a Government Commercial Company
(GCC), namely, Fiji Rice Limited. A GCC is a
wholly government-owned corporatized enter-
prise that is required to operate purely on com-
mercial objectives.

Fiji Rice Limited

When the Colonial Sugar Refining (CSR) Company
Limited closed its milling operations in 1959, some
two thousand families were left with farms that
could no longer be worked on in the scale they
were originally intended. (Narayan 2016)
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The GCC, Fiji Rice Limited (FRL) was initially
established in the early 1960s as Rewa Rice Lim-
ited when the government of Fiji took over CSR to
provide employment to those left unemployed
upon CSR closure. At that time, it was “a viable
compromise for the farmer” (Narayan 2016). Rice
was then introduced as the alternative crop
because of unsuitable climatic conditions for
sugar cane. While it was a humble beginning, it
did bring about genuine appreciation of basic
human needs.

FRL established itself as a buyer of paddy from
the rice farmers using an emotional approach,
helping farmers realize that in addition to earning
a living, being a paddy supplier will also restore
their self-respect. This sensitive approach proved
effective in encouraging the former sugar cane
farmers to pioneer Fiji’s rice industry (Narayan
2016).

The core functions of FRL are to purchase and
mill paddies supplied by the rice farmers and then
market the milled rice. FRL buys paddy mostly
from the second largest island of Fiji, namely,
Vanua Levu and some parts of Viti Levu – the
largest island in Fiji. All along, FRL has made
continuous effort to encourage farmers to increase
rice production which in turn helps Fiji reduce its
import bills. Since the late 1990s, FRL underwent
different administrations and reforms in order to
revitalize the rice industry (Narayan 2016).
Despite genuine efforts over the years, it still
lacks self-sustainability.

In 1975, Fiji’s first retail packing machine was
put into place when FRL installed a new rice
processing machinery. Subsequently in 1980,
FRLmade further progress and expanded its oper-
ations. In so doing, it set up a modern rice drying
and processing mill then (Narayan 2016).
Through the establishment of this mill, FRL
offered the much needed assistance to farmers of
the rice growing belt and the other areas close
by. Farmers could use the facilities of FRL and
in return sell their paddy to it, to sustain them-
selves. FRL used to have two mills, one in Vanua
Levu and the other in Viti Levu (Narayan 2016).
FRL continued with a comprehensive expansion
and modernization program a decade later. This
involved the construction of a new building, the

installation of a fully computerized receiving and
weighing machinery with tempering dryers,
installation of two new dust extractors, construc-
tion of storage silos, installation of conveyor belts,
and the replacement of oil-fired driers (The
Review 2002: 27). Such changes not only created
a cleaner and better work environment but also
allowed for speed and efficiency (Narayan 2016).
At present FRL has five tempering dryers. Its new
mill has 3000 ton milling capacity while the old
one mills 1000 tons.

However, the 1993 deregulation of the industry
brought with it problems of competition (Singh
1998). The then chairperson who was also a gov-
ernment senator at that time mentioned that even
back then, FRL received no preferential treatment
despite being government owned. The then Chair-
person remarked that they were told otherwise
during the 1993 senate. In the 1993 senate, the
officials from the Central Planning Office, Minis-
try of Trade, and the Ministry of Finance assured
that interest of the farmers will be unaffected by
deregulation. On the contrary, the end result of
deregulation was dismal. According to the chair-
person, “there [was] hardly any local rice to be
milled” (Singh 1998: 26). Faced with poor supply
of local rice, FRL then began purchasing rice from
overseas for its mill in Viti Levu. This brought
with it the problem of foreign exchange losses.
Back then at one shipment per month, Fiji spent
some $US2.5 million.

As the status of FRL changed to that of a GCC,
it changed directions for its survival (Narayan
2016). For instance, in 1997, it decided to do
what the bigger companies did. Singh (1998)
interviewed the then CEO and discloses the fol-
lowing in his article. FRL began offering other
products but to different target markets. It tapped
into the wholesale market to distribute a range of
grocery items to rural areas to ward off competi-
tion and to be at par with competitors. In this
regard, FRL opened up wholesale outlets around
Fiji in areas that lacked competition. For most
wholesalers, these areas were not viable for busi-
ness. Unlike its competitors, FRL used a profit
sharing technique with selected districts, prov-
inces, or whoever’s premises they used. The then
CEO elaborated on what they did in these areas as
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follows. Because villagers do not buy in large
quantities given their low spending capacity,
FRL sold groceries in smaller packs such as milk
powder packs of 250g instead of 500g. In addi-
tion, FRL transported groceries to small shops to
ensure lower selling price. For small shop owners,
coming into town to buy items in small quantities
and then going back to sell them in villages was
not feasible. They lost out on time and ended up
with items that had to be sold at higher prices to
cover transportation costs. Initially, FRL pur-
chased eight new trucks to increase its delivery
capability to get itself established. However, later
it decided to cut back on its fleet to save costs by
contracting out deliveries. The then CEO admitted
that diversification was needed for survival. FRL
was competing with larger rice millers such as the
Rice Company of Fiji and Visama Rice Mill who
offered better prices to customers. The CEO
complained, “we couldn’t rely on rice because
customers told us our price was too high.” If we
try matching competitor prices, “then our profit is
reduced” (Singh 1998: 26). The CEO explained
that the other companies were giving rebates on
other items which attracted retailers to buy their
rice. FRL’s high overhead costs made it difficult
for it to compete in terms of price. Diversification
helped it regain some of its lost margins. Currently
FRL engages in its own distribution directly, from
its mill to supermarkets.

All along, FRL remained the rice miller to the
farmers until 2017. It then engaged itself in farm
projects such as the recent introduction of two
new varieties with the assistance of the Ministry
of Agriculture and a Chinese technical team.
A third variety is currently being tested. The
introduced varieties are high in yield. One of the
varieties also does not require much water for
growth, making it a good option for dry land
planting (Pratap 2021). With the assistance of
the Fijian Government, FRL continues to engage
farmers in conducting pilot projects from land
preparation till harvesting (Strategic Plan
2020–2025).

The company particularly focuses on meeting
its domestic market demand (Pratap 2021). Its
marketing and promotional activities are limited
to setting up booths in agricultural and trade

shows, radio and TV advertisements, newspaper
information, as well as a three-staff sales and
marketing team. Its advertisements are largely
informational, using the personal testimonial
advertisement execution style which shows some-
one from smart labs, explaining how he gets off
insulin after consuming the healthier, more nutri-
tious FRL brown rice. Sales has seen an increas-
ing trend over the years, so much so that FRL is
unable to fulfill the current market demand which
has led to prioritizing production. The local pro-
duction caters for around 20 % of national con-
sumption. FRL has about 15 % of market share.
While FRL has not conducted any customer sur-
vey, supermarkets at times do relay to it, customer
enquiries which FRL tries to address (Pratap
2021). It has just purchased a rice flour mill and
will begin supplying local rice flour too in the
market from April 2021 (Pratap 2021).

The year 2017 marked the year of significant
improvements. Rewa Rice was rebranded to FRL
in 2017 and since then became part of the Fiji
government’s “Fijian grown” campaign. FRL
attained HACCP certifications for the mill in
Vanua Levu and looked into new milling tech-
niques for better rice quality. In this respect, it
set a strict paddy grading policy, mostly in terms
of moisture levels, foreign seeds, and chemicals to
ensure that quality raw materials are supplied to
the mill. This remains a challenge since farmers
are not always consistent in the quality especially
during wet seasons. Policies such as those related
to accounting, HR, operations, etc., have been
improved also for tighter controls. Mills and
machineries have been improved through mainte-
nance, in addition to a new mill in 2017 (Pratap
2021).

The abovementioned and the current qualified
team has turned around the company to profitabil-
ity from 2016 onwards, doubling production
levels on farms as well as milling and sales. The
company has explored product diversification in
terms of par boil rice and may consider this in the
near future. Also, by 2017 the company managed
to sort our lingering issues of yesteryears and
recorded a small profit for the 2016 financial
year. It was then when FRL decided to rebrand
Rewa Rice to Fiji Rice. There is an obvious ready
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demand for brown rice and this continues to
increase particularly in the larger island of Fiji.
FRL rice is available in Australia but through
indirect marketing, exported by one of the super-
market customers of FRL. FRL is currently not
into exporting given that domestic market demand
is yet to be fully catered for (Pratap 2021).

FRL, however, is adversely affected by incon-
sistent supply of rice paddy; lack of farming will-
ingness; distant location of mill to markets,
resulting in an increasing high cost of freight;
high mill cost operations; weak controls and
checks of operations; awareness programs; inef-
fective stakeholder (Agriculture) policy imple-
mentation; regional dependence on rice
plantation mainly in two areas only; financial
dependency on government grant; natural disas-
ters such as cyclones/droughts, aggressive com-
petition; being single-product manufacturer
overly dependent on the current local market;
other potential millers and suppliers operating at
lower cost; insecticides and weeds and; climate
change impact (Strategic Plan 2020–2025). Not-
withstanding, the company plans to actively mar-
ket its products in Viti Levu and in the future,
plans to also supply to other smaller islands.
Export market will thus only be an option once
the domestic market demand is fulfilled but that
depends on adequate production in Fiji. Nonethe-
less, FRL is thinking “product diversification”
such as products like animal feed from its
by-products, “differentiation” highlighting the
nutritious aspect of their product, sustainable
food security, as well as extending its product
line to rice flour (Strategic Plan 2020–2025).

Suggestions

FRL has sought strategic alliance and in this
regard, held a meeting with World Bank, ADB,
and Fiji’s High Commission in India to look for
partnerships (Sharma 2021). It also used to have a
strategic alliance with the Rice Company of Fiji
for some time (Narayan 2016). The Rice Com-
pany of Fiji is a subsidiary of Flour Mills of Fiji
(FMF) which is a prominent local rice importer.
FMF used the FRL brand “Rewa Rice” as a label

on the rice they imported from Thailand. This
strategic alliance was meant to facilitate private
investment and growth in the rice industry and
gave “a new lease of life” to the “Rewa Rice”
brand. A problem erupted in this alliance when
the Rice Company of Fiji expressed its interest in
purchasing the “Rewa Rice” brand name – an
offer declined by FRL (Narayan 2016). FRL has
met with this company again and its work in
progress. Any collaboration will require the share-
holder (Government) approval.

FRL can also think of the same with other
GCCs like Food Processors Fiji Limited in the
area of product diversification such as healthier
snacks, cereals from rice such as ricies, rice
cereals, and mixed cereals. FRL can also come
up with special package deals for hospitals and
airlines. It used to have deals for supplies to Fiji
Airways in 2018 and prisons in 2017 but prisons
began their own farming and milling. For market-
ing, it can make use of means which may not cost
anything or little. For example, create “new-
stories” which are not only informative but have
greater readability as they appear as news items in
the newspapers and reporters are normally inter-
ested and in search of stories. Other cheaper
advertising means can be local TV programs
such as cooking shows, farming shows – these
are not really screened as advertisements but cap-
tured as TV programs, watched by many.

However, at this point advertisements may not
be that needed given the ready demand which
FRL is unable to fully cater for, given supply
issues. FRL together with the government like
the Agriculture ministry and even some interna-
tional partners can look into improving supply
and try to address issues of poor supply and poor
quality. RRL is no doubt dependent on its key
resource provider – paddy suppliers. Issues like
aging farmers, disinterested younger generation
need sorting out first. Scholarships in Agricultural
studies, help with farm mechanization, subsiding
farming-related expenses such as those related to
pesticides and looking into transportation issues
from the farm to mill; may also need to be con-
sidered. FRL is, however, trying to entice new
farmers, youth groups, as well as landowners. It
does so by engaging in farm projects in Vanua
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Levu. In this arrangement, FRL gets its team to
cultivate the farms where farmers also provide
labor. After harvest, the proceeds are given back
to the farmer. The idea is to empower them to do
the rice farming after the completion of 3 years of
engagement. FRL targets idle farms, youth
groups, and mataqalis (Fijian clan or landowning
unit) (Pratap 2021).

Cross-References

▶Dynamic Capabilities in Reforming Public
Enterprises: A Developing Country Perspective
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